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This study consisted of a geologic and lithologic description,
prediction of future performance by primary means, and an economic
analysis of the Shannon Sand at Teapot Dome Natrona County, Wyoming.
Reservoir analysis and prediction of future performance were made
using volumetric and decline curve calculations. Surface acreage within
the Shannon reservoir limits was established as 4900 acres, of which
3270 acres lie within Naval Petroleum Reserve #3.
Reserves per well were calculated as 54, 000 STB, recoverable
over a period of 22-23 years at current decline. Average investment
cost for a Navy well fractured and completed in two pay zones was $19, 666,
and payout time was established as 6 months. Present worth of the well to
the Navy at the time it is placed on production was calculated as $50, 964.
Ultimate recovery from the Navy's current 75 well program was
calculated as 4,050,000 STB. Total recovery as of 1 January 1962, was
396, 000 barrels.
Recovery for the entire Navy acreage, assuming 10-acre spacing,




An economic -engineering analysis of a reservoir involves
consideration of a number of subjects, ranging from reservoir engineering,
law, accounting, geology, and taxation, to economics. All these areas re-
quired some consideration in the preparation of this thesis.
The purpose of this thesis is to present a report of the physical and
geologic characteristics of Teapot Dome, located in Natrona County,
Wyoming, and to analyze the producing characteristics of the Shannon
Sand, with specific emphasis on that portion located within the confines of
Naval Petroleum Reserve #3. The minerology and lithology are reported
from previous works by accomplished geologists. A volumetric analysis
of original oil-in-place is performed using contours of pay sections drawn
from data provided by drillers' logs, coregraphs, and radiation and elec-
tric logs. The decline curve is used to study the production characteristics
of the field and to make predictions as to future recovery by primary means
The present worth of total recovery is then calculated using accepted dis-
counting procedures.
This work is the result of a suggestion made by Captain K. C. Eovell,
CEC, USN, Director of Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves, and has
served to familiarize the author with his "home" for the next tour of duty.
It is hoped that it may prove of value to the Navy as it has proven of value
to the author.
It should be noted here that the opinions stated herein are solely
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those of the author and do not in any way represent official U. S. Navy
opinion or policy.
Many thanks are due my supervising professor, Dr. H. H. Power,
for his patient and knowledgeable guidance in engineering economics dur-
ing this work. The author is also grateful to Drs. Carl Gatlin and Frank
Jessen for their friendly guidance and technical excellence during his in-
struction at The University of Texas and as members of the supervising
committee. To Cdr. "Bud" DuVal, USN at Teapot Dome and to his staff
go my thanks for their patience and persistence in procuring data; to Mr.
Jay Jorgensen of Intex Oil Company for his substantial preliminary work
and assistance in working out the top contours of the Shannon; and to Mr.
Oren "John" Baptist and his co-workers at the Bureau of Mines Research
Laboratory in Laramie for their work on core sections.
The author believes that any writing of importance to the writer
should be dedicated to someone important to the writer. This then is
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Teapot Dome is located within the boundary lines of Naval Petroleum
Reserve #3, and the two names are often used synonymously. Naval
Petroleum Reserve #3 (NPR3) is located in Natrona County, Wyoming,
about 37 miles north of Casper and approximately the same distance south-
east of the Big Horn Mountains (See Fig. 1). NPR3 was created by President
Wilson on April 30, 1915, from lands in the public domain and has a present
area of approximately 9320 acres.
Teapot Dome is believed to have received its name through Mr. C. H.
Wegemann, a U. S. Geological Survey geologist, who named it after Teapot
and Little Teapot Creeks. These creeks provide surface drainage for the
area and, in turn, were named after Teapot Rock, an isolated butte of sand-
stone located about six miles southwest of Teapot Dome, near which the
creeks find their source. How Teapot Rock earned its name remains a
mystery.
Teapot Dome first came to public notice in 1922, during the course
of an investigation by the Committee on Public Lands of the U. S. Senate
into leases of Naval Oil Reserves. As a result of this investigation, the
U. S. Government brought suit to cancel the lease, then held by the Mammoth
Oil Company under the control of Sinclair. This suit carried through a
number of courts and was finally sustained by the U. S. Supreme Court.
1

Fig. 1: Sketch Showing Location of Teapot Dome
2














































































As a result, the lease was cancelled and control of the Reserve was returned
to the Navy in 1928.
It should be noted here that the oil produced from the Reserve during
the 1920's was from the Wall Creek Sand, located about 2000 feet below the
Shannon sand here under consideration. The state of the drilling and produc-
ing art was, at that time, not sufficiently developed to produce the Shannon
economically. Hence, the drillers' logs simply noted the existence of the
Shannon in drilling through to the Wall Creek.
Topographic Features
Naval Petroleum Reserve #3 lies near the western edge of the Great
Plains region and has the topographic features, the plant life, and the cli-
mate normally found in high plains country. The surface elevation within
the Reserve varies from somewhat over 5200 feet above sea level in its
northern portion to less than 5000 feet above sea level in the southern por-
3
tion. The surface consists of a grassy plain, dotted with sagebrush,
severely cut by deep ravines, and bordered by an encircling rim of sand-
stone. It might be of interest here to note that the natives sometimes
refer to Teapot Dome as a "Sheepherder's oil field", undoubtedly because
of the story book aspects of the anticline with a central, eroded, anticlinal
valley, clearly evident to the observer in the encircling Parkman Sand-
stone as the Reserve is viewed from either the north or south end.
This part of Wyoming is semi-arid, averaging 14 inches of rainfall
a year. As a result, the country is quite barren and desolate. The great

number of deep valleys cut by erosion are literally lost in the rolling





The Big Horn Mountains are flanked on the southeast by a number of
anticlines, each one rising a little higher than the one before as one
approaches the mountains. The most southeasterly, or outermost, anticline is
the Salt Creek anticline which produces oil principally from the Wall Creek
Sandstone. The fold of this anticline is not symmetrical, for its crest is
much nearer its western than its eastern limit. The width of the eastern
limb is about 20 miles; whereas that of the western limb is only 1 mile.
4
The entire Salt Creek anticline is about 30 miles long.
The Salt Creek anticline, the axis of which runs approximately
N20W
)
is made up of three minor domes. The two most southern domes are
separated from the northernmost dome by a major fault having a displace-
ment estimated as high as 280 feet in some places. They are themselves
separated by a shallow intervening saddle, the axis of which runs approx-
imately N60E. They might be considered as one dome, and hence were
originally referred to as "Saddlerock Dome" and later, "Teapot Dome. "
The most southern of these two domes is longer and larger than the other
and is the dome under consideration in this work. This dome has a 250
foot closure and during the folding period was elevated about 1300 feet less
than the northernmost Salt Creek Dome. This is evidenced by the fact that
the Shannon which underlies Teapot Dome forms the escarpment around

Salt Creek Dome, and the escarpment of Parkman Sand around Teapot
Dome is stratigraphically some 1300 feet above the Shannon. Teapot Dome
then is on the southern tip of the southward plunging Salt Creek anticline.
Stratigraphy
The sedimentary formations within NPR#3 are found throughout
eastern Wyoming and were deposited along the shore of a sea which, in
Cretaceous time, extended over most of the Rocky Mountain area and later
receded to cover much of the structural depression between the Big Horns
on the west, the Black Hills on the east, and the Casper Mountains on the
5
south. The Teapot Field lies on the western shore of this later sea, or
gulf, and the formations consist principally of marine shales interbedded
with beach sand and sands deposited near a shoreline. These sands grow
progressively thinner to the east where deeper water existed at the time of
deposition.
6
The formation sequence is taken from Thorn and Spieker, and is
shown in Table 1
.
Thorn and Spieker further described a partial section of the Shannon
Sand as follows:
1. Sandstone, hard, calcareous; caps bench 2 ft.
2. Sand, thin bedded, grading down into dark
sandy clay 26 ft.
3. Clay, dark, containing green sandstone
concretions 3 ft.









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5. Ironstone layers, weathering to red flakes,
sandy shale 3 ft.
6. Sandstone, hard; caps lower bench 2 ft.
7. Sandstone, thin bedded and thin shale beds 20 ft.
8. Sandstone, ferruginous, thin irregular beds
,
shale partings 19 ft.
110 ft.
Except for variations in thickness, this section has proved to be
representative of the Shannon Sand at Teapot Dome. Thus, it is evident
that the Shannon normally consists of two porous zones of sandstone, capped
by hard layers, and separated by an interval of bluish clay. These two
zones are the producing zones of the Shannon. In deference to local terminoL
ogy, they will be referred to hereafter as the "upper bench" and "lower
bench.
"
Origin and Accumulation of Oil
To the author's knowledge, no positive determination of source beds
for the crudes in the various reservoirs underlying Teapot Dome has ever
been made. As early as 1911, Wegemann determined that the oils of the
Wall Creek and Shannon were quite similar in that they were both paraffinic
7
and practically free of asphaltum and sulphur. He also ventured the sug-
gestion that they were not derived from the same source. However, minor
differences in their characteristics could be accounted for by the different
formations through which they were filtered.
We are reasonably convinced now that the oil originated in the shales
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and was driven from it into the sandstone by heat and pressure involved
in local earth movements and/or by a later upward movement due to the
difference in specific gravity of oil and water. All known reservoirs
underlying Teapot Dome contain water to a degree. The Shannon has a
water-oil contact at +3600 feet on the east flank, indicating that there is
sufficient water to encourage oil accumulation updip and to prevent a
downward migration into the adjoining syncline. However, the Shannon
water is not under high pressure and, though there may be localized
restricted water drives on the reservoir's east flank, production to date
from the Navy wells would indicate no active water drive of any extent.
With the exception of a few wells in the northeast corner of NPR#3, the
Navy wells characteristically produce with an initial water cut of 15-17%,
the cut dropping off rapidly to about 1-2% after 6 months.
8
Thorn and Spieker, in reporting an earlier work by Mills, stated
that the Teapot Dome structure was, "literally cut to pieces by fault
fissures, evidenced at the surface by rock displacement and by calcite
9
veins and stringers." This determination is strengthened by recent
drilling experience and itself strengthens the belief that oil in the Shannon
could have migrated from any number of source beds. It seems most
likely, however, that it originated in the Upper Cretaceous shales and
migrated upward as a result of a density difference. The remains of sea




shales below it suggest this possibility.
There is no evidence of gas accumulation updip in the Shannon
reservoir. This is true of recent drilling and production experience. It
was also noted in early investigations and specifically reported by
Wegemann in 1918. This lack of a gas cap appears entirely reasonable
in view of the extensive fissuring that has taken place in the Teapot struc-
ture. Thorn and Spieker reported that many of the fissures were only
partly filled with calcite, and evidences of gas and oil seepages, though
not numerous, were reported by Thorn and Spieker and by Wegemann.
In developing a theory for the probable accumulation of the Shannon
oil, we refer to the basic theory that the oil obtained from a porous sand-
stone by drilling was probably originally distributed throughout that sand-
stone in small amounts. It has for a long period of time been working its
way upward in the rock, through gravitational separation and impelled by
water pressure, and has collected in certain traps or areas capable of
retaining it and preventing its escape. It would also, in the case of an
anticlinal trap such as the Teapot structure, depend upon the presence of
water downdip to prevent downward migration through the sand, across a
syncline, and into an adjoining fold.
At Teapot Dome, this situation exists. However, as pointed out
earlier, the crest of the anticline is much nearer its western than its
eastern limit, the ratio of the width of the eastern limb to that of the
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western limb being about 20 to 1. The eastern limb has a gentle slope
and taps a broad supply area. The western limb is comparatively steep
with a short slope. Most of the oil occurring on the eastern side of the
Teapot axis would gradually migrate upward and be collected within the
limits of NPR#3. Most of the oil occurring on the western side of the
axis would be west of the axis of the adjoining syncline, and thus would
migrate westward beyond the limits of NPR#3. Thus, we might expect
that wells drilled on the eastern slope would tap a much greater supply





The scope of this thesis is limited to an economic and engineering
analysis of the Shannon Sand at Teapot Dome. Its basic purpose is to
arrive at a calculated ultimate primary recovery per well for Navy wells
located on a 10 acre spacing within Naval Petroleum Reserve #3, and from
calculated recovery rate, using investment and operating costs and accept-
ed discounting procedures, to develop the present worth to the Navy of a
newly completed well. Based on these figures, the primary recovery for
the Navy's planned 75 well program is then calculated.
Theory
The calculation of primary reserves and prediction of ultimate
recovery are basic problems to this analysis. In this thesis, primary
reserves will mean that oil which can be recovered economically, using
only the natural forces of the reservoir. It is evident that these reserves
are dependent upon the type of drive mechanism, other factors considered
equal. The producing mechanism of this sand is believed to be a combina-
tion of depletion drive and gravity drainage, with the gravity influence
becoming increasingly important as the gas pressure declines. There is
possibly some pressure maintenance along the eastern boundary of the




and has not had any apparent effect on recoveries from Navy wells which
lie updip from the private leases in the affected areas.
Because the reservoir is only partially developed and is, in fact,
still under development, the material balance was considered applicable
but susceptible to serious error. A basic problem then became the deter-
mination of future reservoir performance by some other means. The
most reliable data available were those of individual well performances.
Hence, the reservoir performance predictions were made using the de-
cline curve.
The decline curve method of performance prediction is a primary
tool where sufficient production data are available to describe a definite
curve shape. Of course, the important assumption involved in its use
is that all the factors which have operated in the past to produce the curve
will similarly remain to affect it in the future.
The decline curve device was first used as a statistical method for
extrapolating the variable trend of well production by R. H. Johnson and
12 13
A. L. Bollens in 1927, and later employed by Arps. The method
used by Johnson and Bollens is named the "Loss -Ratio Method", by
which the production rates are tabulated for equal time intervals, then
the successive drops in production rate are calculated in a second column
and the ratio between successive production rates, or the loss-ratio, is
listed in a third column. A curve investigated by this method normally
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will show, after proper smoothing, a constant loss ratio or a constancy
in successive loss ratios. Once the constancy is arrived at, the loss
ratio column may be continued using the constant figures and then work-
ing backward to the production rate column to arrive at a calculated
production rate for any period of time during the life of the well.
There are many methods in which decline curve production data
may be shown graphically. This work employed what are probably the
two most common methods which, incidentally, give this graphic approach
the decline curve label. They are the production rate-time plot and the
production rate -cumulative production plot.
Production rate -time and production rate -cumulative curves are
generally classified as exponential or hyperbolic. Exponential decline
occurs when the change in production per unit time is a constant percent-
age of production rate. Hyperbolic decline occurs when the drop in pro-
duction rate per unit time is a fraction of the production rate raised to
a power. Most decline curves actually fall within the hyperbolic cate-
gory, and such was the case with the curves studied here.
Results of these plots were combined with results of volumetric
calculations for original oil-in-place to arrive at a per cent recovery.
Calculations for original oil-in-place were carried out using the
following expression:




where 7758 = number of 42 gallon API bbls per acre -foot
Vo = volume of producing formation in acre -feet
& = porosity
(fv/i = irreducible water saturation
Boi = estimated original formation volume factor
Calculations for declining production were carried out to the
economic limit, working with the production rate of the average well.
Economic limit is defined as the production rate at which the net revenue
15
equals operating cost. It was calculated by the following:
.... . , Monthly operating cost
Economic limit (bbls /day) = rrr—r—: 7 rr—: : vrv ;"»'»'•
—
T "7 7777"" (30. 4 days/mo. )(net price/bbl)(interest owned)
After determination of the economic life and ultimate production of
the average well, it was possible to compute the annual cash return. Be-
fore this cash return could be discounted for future net receipts it was
necessary to estimate the costs in connection with future production of
the oil. These costs were divided into investment and operating costs,
both of which were available from government records. The future esti-
mated cash returns minus the above costs, multiplied by the appropriate
discount factors, resulted in a present worth to the Navy of the average
well as of its completion data.
The discounting procedure consisted of calculating the cash return
from production rate and net income per barrel for each six month period
over the economic life of the well. From the period cash return was sub-
tracted the operating cost for the corresponding period (and the original
investment cost of drilling and completing the well in the case of the first

17
six-month period). The net cash return for each period was then discounted




where i = interest rate per interest period
n = number of interest periods
P = present worth
S = sum of money at the end of n periods from the
present date that is equivalent to P with interest i.
Note here that P is the present worth of a receipt of S, n periods in
the future. It effectively considers that the total receipts for a six month
period occur at the end of the period. That is, of course, not true, but it
results in a conservative evaluation of present worth that at least partially
offsets the effect of inflation, which was otherwise neglected. Since this
is a government operation, the income tax consideration is also neglected,
and all net receipts are effectively stated in terms of "before taxes. "
The discount factor used was 4%. Its choice was a result of the
following decisions:
(a. ) The reservoir is reasonably well defined and there is little or
no risk involved in any contemplated completions.
(b. ) Net receipts after deductions for investment and operating
costs, are deposited with the U. S. Treasury. The effect of this action
in periods of deficit financing by the government is essentially to reduce
the amount of borrowings by an equivalent amount. Since these

18
borrowings are normally consummated at some percentage less than 4%,
this figure was considered an appropriate "rate of return" for the operation.

CHAPTER IV
ROCK AND FLUID PROPERTIES
Rock
The nature and lithology of the Shannon Sand and its surrounding
formations have been described in Chapter II. One important character-
istic of the Shannon Sand that has not been previously discussed is its
sensitivity to fresh water. A study of most of the producing sands of the
Powder River Basin in Wyoming has been made by personnel of the Bureau
17
of Mines Research Laboratory at Laramie. Its purpose was to determine
which sands are water sensitive and what clay mineral is primarily re-
sponsible. The Shannon was judged to be highly sensitive and to contain
significant amounts of illite, kaolinite, and montmorillonite, with mont-
morillonite being the principal cause of the water sensitivity.
The thickness -weighted averages of permeability found were 281
md. for the upper bench and 13 md. for the lower bench. The relatively
high average for the upper bench may be somewhat misleading, however,
since there were a large number of low (0-15 md) and high (800-900 md)
permeabilities found in the core reports studied and relatively few found
in the average region. These facts, while perhaps not of serious conse-






The Shannon crude has a paraffin base and an API gravity of 31.8°
at 60°F. and O psig. The present formation volume factor is 1. 02.
Average reservoir pressure is estimated as 100 psia. Estimated origi-
nal formation volume factor was 1. 22. Formation temperature is 69°F.
Bubble point pressure is 72 psia at formation temperature. Viscosity is
21. 3 cp. Specific gravity of the crude is 0. 88. Pour point is 5° F. The
color is dark green. Gas solubility is approximately 10 cubic feet per
stock tank barrel.
A plot of formation volume factor and viscosity versus pressure is
shown in Fig. 2.
Water
In 1918, Wegemann reported analyses of three Shannon water
1
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samples. Total dissolved solids varied from 3350 ppm to 6240 ppm
with an average of 4430 ppm. Sulphate and sodium ions predominated.
In 1930, Trexel reported a chemical analysis of the water as 2380
19ppm total dissolved solids. Sulphate, sodium, and bicarbonate ions
made up the principal solids.
Analyses of Shannon water made in I960 indicated total dissolved
solids as 11,400 ppm, with sodium, bicarbonate, and chloride ions
predominating and no appreciable sulphate ion reported. These sam-
ples had a H of 8. 3.
P
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Inasmuch as the Shannon outcrops a short distance north of NPR#3, it
undoubtedly acquires some surface water. Its "characteristic" water
would then be a mixture of surface water and other formation waters, sub-
ject to variation in content from place to place, as borne out by the analyses
This variation in content of fresh water and its effect on the clays in the





Trexel reports the first drilling of the Shannon sand on or near
20
Teapot Dome as being the No. 2 Shannon Well in 1889 or 1890. His
report shows a number of other instances since that time in which the
Shannon on or near NPR#3 has been drilled for oil. However, no sig-
nificant production was obtained from the Shannon on Teapot Dome until
1954-55, when a number of wells were drilled by private interests on the
east flank of NPR#3. During 1955, 64 Shannon wells were drilled by pri-
21
vate operators. Further development by private interests raised the
number of producing wells to 136. These wells are drilled on a 10 acre
spacing and average 1300 feet in depth. They were placed on the pump
upon completion, and their average initial production was 47 STB per day.
An unknown number are completed in both benches. However, the majority
are completed in the upper bench only, and relatively few have been frac-
tured. As a result, production has dropped rather rapidly to a current
average of 4 STB per well per day.
When it became evident that the Navy was losing its Shannon oil
through drainage, an offset drilling program was initiated. The first
three of the Navy's Shannon wells were placed on the pump in December
1958. The drainage prevention program is still in the development stage.




and producing, with an additional 30 wells planned.
The majority of the Navy wells have been and will continue to be
completed and fractured in both benches before being placed on produc
tion. As a result, their average initial production rate is 81 STB per
day, and their decline rate is less than that of the private wells. For
this reason, the work in this thesis is done on the basis of an average
well completed and fractured in both benches.
Below is a record of the total Shannon production from 1954
22









Total Shannon production as of 1 January 1962 is estimated as
follows
:
Private 2, 502, 000 STB
Navy 396,000 STB
Total 2, 898,000 STB
This figure is believed accurate within 5, 000 STB, or less than
0. 2% error.
Table 2 is a complete record of the Shannon production for NPR#3
through August, 1961.
through 1961:











Figure 3 represents a production history for the first 30 months
of the average well on NPR#3. It will be noted that the water production
starts relatively high (initial water cut of 17%) and drops rapidly after
six months of production. The pressure experiences an immediate drop
to an average of 110 psia and then levels off and drops very slowly there-
after. Flush production is apparently closely associated with this pressure
drop. It will be noted in subsequent chapters that the production rate drops
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The first step in the calculation of original oil-in-place by-
volumetric means is the determination of the probable reservoir limits.
In the case of the Shannon Sand at Teapot Dome, the reservoir is clearly
defined on the east flank by a water-oil contact at + 3600 feet, evidenced
by a series of dry holes (see Plate 1). It is defined on the north by a
major fault with a throw of approximately 280 feet. Dry holes mark the
north side of this fault.
On the west and south flanks, no drilling has ever been attempted
to positively determine the reservoir limits. In order to arrive at a
probable limit in these regions, it was necessary to resort to the
drillers' logs of the Mammoth Oil Company, made in the 1 920' s, which
marked the top and bottom of the Shannon and indicated any oil or water
shows in drilling through to the Wall Creek Sand. Here the assumption
was made that if the driller was careful to note the presence of oil on
one log he would do so on every log, and that the absence of such an
indication meant the absence of oil. From the statements contained in
these logs, a probable reservoir limit was established as shown on
Plate 1. The mammoth wells used in this determination are those wells




Why the reservoir should be limited as shown has not been
determined, but there are plausible explanations. As explained in
Chapter II, the width of the eastern limb of the anticline is about 20
times that of the western limb. Thus, it taps a much greater oil supply
or source bed area and would reasonably be expected to contain much
more oil under favorable trapping and containing conditions.
A second explanation arises from recent work performed by
Atlantic Refining Company personnel in identifying and classifying
23
reservoir nonuniformities affecting oil production. This study con-
firms previous beliefs that permeability and/or effective porosity are
affected by the geologic sedimentation process, and that permeability
is related to grain size distribution, degree of grain packing, and cement-
ing material content and compaction. It indicates that the presence of
shale greatly reduces permeability and increases the variance in perme-
ability from region to region. It further acknowledges that the presence
of clay in a sand will reduce permeability somewhat by deforming and
cementing to adjacent quartz grains, but that it will not affect permea-
bility variance greatly because of a normally uniform distribution through-
out the sand.
In the Shannon, we have a sandstone that is laced with shale and
which contains significant amounts of clays. We know that it once lay at
the western edge of a shallow sea and was probably subjected to a lagoonal
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type deposition process because shales are normally deposited in
relatively calm waters. Hence, it is entirely feasible that these shales
and clays under differing degrees of compaction and sedimentation could
cause permeability pinchouts in the sand from region to region.
It is also possible, as a third explanation, that the western limb
has undergone less fissuring than the eastern limb, and that the oil has
simply not had the same opportunity to work its way up from the source
bed to the Shannon.
Gross Sand Thickness
After establishing the probable reservoir limits, the next step in
the volumetric calculation was to determine the gross sand thickness of
the Shannon within the reservoir boundary.
Reliable depth information was available for the top and bottom of
the sand for 84 of the old Mammoth wells near the crest of the Teapot
structure. Top and bottom data were also available from 48 recently
drilled Navy wells further downdip. Reliable data for the top of the
Shannon on the east flank were obtained from local records of the 136
private wells. The bottom of the Shannon in the region of the private
leases was extrapolated from the nearest Navy wells for which data were
available. From the above information, shown in Table 3, the top and
bottom of the sand were established. A contour map of the top of the




After determination of total sand thickness, the next step was to
establish effective pay thickness.
As noted in Chapter II, the Shannon consists of two porous zones
varying in thickness from 15 to 30 feet and separated by a clay-shale
layer varying from 40 to 80 feet thick. The pay zones in these porous
zones vary from 6 to 26 feet thick.
In determining net pay, use was made of core data from 23 Navy
wells and electric and radiation log data from 5 Navy wells. Sections
with less than 2 md. permeability were arbitrarily considered as
questionable oil producers on the basis of discussions with local producers
and laboratory personnel. Some of the 2 md. sections would undoubtedly
produce oil under hydraulic fracturing, but previous experience with these
low permeabilities had been unfavorable.
From the weighted averages of core analyses and log data, the
average porosity and irreducible water saturation were established as
follows:
y - - - upper bench -21%
lower bench-20%
viyx, - - - upper bench -15%
lower bench-29%
Data were available for only the 45 producing Navy wells to
establish net pay thickness in the two benches. Hence, in contouring
the net pay sections, the following approximations were made:
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1. In an effort to retain meaningful evelations, the pay section of
the upper bench was considered to exist at the top of the bench, i. e. , the
top of the pay became the top of the Shannon. Similarly, the pay section
of the lower bench was considered to exist at the bottom of the bench, i. e.
,
the bottom of the pay became the bottom of the Shannon. Net pay thick-
nesses were then plotted from the top and bottom of the Shannon as
reference elevations at each well.
2. Inasmuch as no pay data were available for the old Mammoth
wells near the top of the structure or the private wells on the east flank,
the pay thickness of the nearest Navy wells for which data were available
were extrapolated both up and downdip using ratios of total sand thick-
nesses as a basis for the thickness determinations.
These approximations made progress of the work possible and, it
is believed, resulted in reasonable accuracy of results.
Upon completion of the net pay calculations, it was possible to then
contour the tops and bottoms of the two pay zones. These contours, shown
in Plates 3-6, were then planimetered, with the results presented in Table
4. The net pay areas from Table 4 were then plotted on a large scale pre-
sentation, similar to that shown in Figure 4 , for determination of reser-













































Total reservoir volume 95, 800 acre-feet
Private reservoir volume 26,250 acre-feet
Navy reservoir volume 69, 550 acre-feet
N (total, = 7758x95 800 x. 21 x. 85 = 10M x 1Q6 STB
* T / • » 7758x 26, 250 x . 21 x .85 no _ ,„6 orT,„N (private) = = 29-8x10 STB
N (navy) = (108. 8-29. 8) x 10 =79.0x10 STB
Lower Bench
Total reservoir volume 59, 300 acre-feet
Private reservoir volume 17, 800 acre-feet
Navy reservoir volume 41, 500 acre-feet
7758 x 59, 300 x .20 x .71 ro r , rt6„m„N (total) = = 53.5x10 STB
™ , » 7758 x 17, 800 x . 20 x .71 , , , lrt 6 orT1 „N (private) = = 16. 1 x 10 STB
N (navy) (53. 5 - 16. 1) x 10 = 37.4x10 STB
Total Original Oil-in-place (Both Benches)
N (total) = (108. 8 + 53. 5) x 10 = 162.3x10 STB
N (private) = (29. 8 + 16. 1) x 106 = 45.9x10 STB
N (navy) = (79. + 37. 4) x 106 = 116.4 x 106 STB
The formation volume factor of 1. 22 used in the above calculations
is the value used by core laboratories in the Casper area based on past
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experience with similar Shannon reservoirs.
As a matter of general interest, the total surface area within the
probable Shannon reservoir limits, as defined on Plate 1, was plani-
metered as 4900 acres. Of this total, 3270 acres were within NPR#3
and 1630 acres were outside the NPR#3 boundary.

CHAPTER VII
DECLINE CURVE RESERVE CALCULATIONS
Plotting Production Data
As mentioned earlier, the majority of the Navy's wells are
completed and fractured in both benches before being placed on production.
Hence, in developing decline curve data for calculating future production,
only wells fractured and producing from both zones were considered. The
production data for twelve such wells were used in these calculations.
During the current development period the number of wells has been
constantly increasing, and the field production rate has been increasing
accordingly. This fluctuation plus the normal factors affecting the pro-
duction curves presented a problem in attempting to accurately reflect
well productivity by a plot that could be extrapolated. This problem was
circumvented by combining the equivalent monthly rates of the 12 wells
used in the study and working with a production rate per average well
(see Table 5 for this production data). To dampen out peaks and valleys,
the production rates for three month periods were used in extrapolating
the average well curve by the Loss -Ratio Method.
An individual using the decline curve graphic approach is confronted
by two principal problems. The first is that of working the rough pro-
duction data into a representative curve. The second is that of finding





The first problem was approached by plotting actual monthly un-
restricted production rate per average well versus time for approximately
a two year period (Figure 5). The period represented is the life of the
field for which dependable data were available. A representative curve
was then superimposed on the actual data (Figure 5), using the "equal area'
method, i.e. , blaancing the over-under areas between the two curves.
After a number of trials, it was found that any representative curve
which balanced the areas during the first 8 months of production would not
lend itself to straight line extrapolation in accurately representing actual
production for all times after 8 months. For some reason, the first 8
months of actual production apparently did not represent the "average"
production in the same declining manner that the remainder of the pro-
duction curve represented "average" production.
A possible explanation for this was discovered in reviewing the
individual well production curves. It was observed that every well was
being subjected to progressive waxing which resulted in a progressively
reduced production rate. Hot oil treatments were begun on a well after
the first 6-8 months of production. Thus, during the first 6-8 months of
production, all wells were being subjected to progressive waxing with
none receiving any treatment to raise the average rate to a representa-
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of hot oil treatments insured that some wells were producing at nearly full
potential at all times, thus affording a representative average production
rate after about the first 8 months of well life. To negate the effect of
this phenomenon, the representative curve was arbitrarily applied to
months 0-8 at the same hyperbolic decline rate which existed for months
8 to 26.
Because of the extended production time involved, it was most
convenient to plot production rate -time data for the representative curve
on a log -log plot, thus compressing the time scale to facilitate extrapola-
tion. The resulting plot was essentially a straight line, as shown on Fig-
ure 6, in which both the actual and representative production data are
shown for comparative purposes.
Determination of Economic Limit
For purposes of determining the time on decline and recoverable
reserves per well, it was necessary at this point to determine the eco-
nomic limit. This term has been previously defined and is restated as:






,. .. .(30.4)(net price/bbl) (interest owned)
Monthly operating costs for the field were obtained from the current
operating budget prepared by the Navy. Included are all costs incurred
in connection with field operations by the civilian contractor, including
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inasmuch as these costs are incurred as a result of primary duties
performed by the Officer in Charge of Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale
Reserves in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming, and would presumably con-
tinue if this field were shut in.
Monthly Operating Cost for 45 Wells
Direct operating expense (annual) $18,000
Indirect operating expense (annual) 20,000
Subsurface maint. expense (annual) 5,000
Surface maint. expense (annual) 23, 000
Total operating and maint. expense (annual) $66,000
$66,000
12 mo. x 45 wells
$123 per well per month
Operator's fee (annual) $46,000
Insurance expense (annual) 800
Overhead 11, 280
Total fee and overhead $58, 050
GRAND TOTAL $124,080
m ,, 124,080 ._..Total monthly cost = —— — = $230 per well per month
Net Income per Barrel
Selling price per barrel (average) $2.80
Less
:
ICC tax . 05
Transportation fee .05 .10 .10


















30.4 x $2.70 = 2. 8 bbls/well/day
= 85 bbls/well/month
Determination of Total Production Time and Ultimate Production
The straight line plot of Figure 5 was extended to the economic
limit of 85 STB/well/day in order to determine the economic life of the
well. The result is as shown on Figure 6, 260 months, or 21.6 years.
In order to then determine graphically the cumulative production
of the average well during its economic life, a plot was made of pro-
duction rate versus cumulative production per well. This data did not
plot as a straight line. Hence, it was necessary to shift it to make it
straight.
21




where q = the value of production rate on the ordinate
A = a constant
P = value of cumulative production on the abscissa
m = slope
C = a number of such quantity that it will shift the
curve to a straight line
The result is then a plot of q-C on the ordinate versus P on the abscissa.
The value of C was found by plotting actual production rate versus
cumulative production on co-ordinate paper and establishing a representa-





























production, CI and C2, were selected near the ends of the curve, and a
1/2
third value, C3 = (CI x C2) calculated. The corresponding values








+ q2 " 2q3
The graph, calculations, and value calculated for C are shown on
Figure 7.
Using this value of C, the shifted curve for production rate-
cumulative oil was plotted on Figure 8 and extended to the economic
limit.
Cumulative production to economic limit was found to be 54, 000
STB per well.
As a check on the graphical methods of determining economic life
and cumulative production of a well, calculations for the hyperbolic
decline of the well were carried out using the Loss -Ratio Method of
Johnson and Bollen. The results of these calculations are tabulated in
Table 6.
Economic life of the well and cumulative production were 309
months, or 25.7 years, and 58,300 STB, respectively, compared with
21.6 years and 54,000 STB obtained graphically.
There are a number of possible reasons for the variance in
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for long periods of time are least accurate where the greatest accuracy
is required, i.e. , at the economic limit. A slight deviation from the
true plot of points could cause a relatively large error.
Another possible cause is the fact that the Loss -Ratio Method uses
a calculated average loss -ratio figure which is applied in calculating re-
coveries for the remainder of the well's life. Any error in this average
figure would result in a significant deviation from true values over a
long period of time.
Inasmuch as the graphical methods for determining economic life
and cumulative production both resulted in values less than the respective
results found in Table 6, the monthly production rate and producing life
in Table 6 were adjusted downward to approximate a total production of
54, 000 STB per well and an economic life of 22-23 years before proceed-
ing with present worth calculations. The revised figures are found in
Columns 1 and 2 of Table 7.
Per Cent Recovery
Before proceeding with present worth calculations, it was
considered desirable to calculate the per cent recovery of initial oil-in-
place.
It was noted in reviewing core lab reports that primary recovery
for the Shannon is normally estimated at approximately 8%.
The per cent recovery for this study resulted as follows:
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Navy surface acreage within reservoir limits - 3270 acres
Initial oil-in-place within NPRJ3 =116.4x10 STB
T r 116.4 x 10
6
Initial oil-m-place per surface acre = - 3270
= 35,600 STB/A.
Assuming 10 acre spacing,
original oil-in-place per well - 10 x 35, 600 = 356, 000 STB/well
o «. 54,000 907Per cent recovery = —--,——— = 15. £%
356, 000
There is an apparent discrepency between the 15% calculated
recovery figure and the 8% figure used by local testing laboratories.
This is explainable, however, by the fact that the Navy wells lie down-
structure on a 7-10° dip and are undoubtedly benefitting from gravity
drainage. This could account for the additional recovery over that nor-
mally anticipated for a flat reservoir with the same crude characteristics
The per cent recovery may also be shown graphically by plotting
per cent remaining oil-in-place versus cumulative production, as in
Figure 9. The author believes this plot to be informative because it
shows graphically a volumetric calculation plotted against actual pro-
duction to an economic limit calculated by the decline curve to arrive at
a reasonable result for per cent recovery. In other words, it provides
a check of methods, one against the other, for validity of results.
Production Potential
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well at various times during its life, with specific thought as to what the
potential of the well might be at the end of its economic life.
Referring to Figure 5, it is noted that the actual production plot
results in a number of peaks and valleys. The author interpreted the
peaks as approximations of the potential of the well to produce, i. e.
,
they represent the most favorable combinations of factors affecting pro-
duction. By choosing the production rate at a number of these peaks and
plotting them on a log-log plot of production potential versus cumulative
production (Figure 10), a production potential of 6 STB per day was
obtained at the economic limit of 54, 000 STB when the average well is
actually producing 2. 8 STB per day. This is interpreted to mean that the
average well is capable of producing additional oil at its economic limit,
but that it is not economically feasible to do so on a field-wide basis
under existing operating and overhead costs. It would undoubtedly be
possible to "poor boy" the wells on a low overhead stripper basis for
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Projected Annual Cash Recovery
After calculating adjusted economic life and adjusted monthly rates
of production from Figures 6 and 8 and Table 6, the adjusted quantities
were utilized in Table 7 to develop semi-annual production rates for the
25
life of the well. Using current market value of oil, these production
figures were converted to gross incomes for their respective periods.
Current semi-annual operating costs were then subtracted from gross
income for each period to arrive at net income before discounting to the
date of well completion. Figure 11 is a plot of annual cash recovery per
well after deduction of operating expenses. It does not include a consider
ation of original investment cost.
Discounting Procedure
The discount factor determined as reasonable for this situation was
4% per annum, or 2% for each six month period used in the Table 7 cal-
culations for present worth. "Present worth", in this instance, is based
on the date of well completion. Deferred net income for each period was
calculated using standard discount tables. The deferred net profit is
shown in the last column of Table 7. The figures in this column dupli-
cate those of the previous column with the exception of the top two figures.



































well's life because of the investment cost of $19, 666 for drilling,
completing and fracturing both zones of the well being subtracted from
the deferred revenues for that first period. This figure also gives an
indication that the payout time for the well is approximately six months.
The total deferred profit per well is $50,964. This is the "present
worth" of the well at the time of its completion. It should be noted that
this figure assumes no major replacement costs during the life of the






The Shannon Sand at Teapot Dome was studied for the purpose of
establishing the probable limits of the Shannon reservoir and to deter-
mine the ultimate recovery of oil per average well and the profitability
of the average well.
The probable limits of the Shannon were established accurately on
the east and north flanks. The south and west limits were estimated on
the basis of shows (or no shows) of oil reported in drillers' logs made
some 40 years ago. Geologic data were presented to strengthen the
author's argument for establishing these limits as shown.
Based on the established reservoir limits, core reports, and well
logs, total reservoir volume was calculated. Initial oil-in-place was
computed to be 162.3 x 10 STB. On the basis of 4900 surface acres
within the reservoir limits, this amounts to 33, 200 STB per surface acre.
Note that this overall figure is somewhat lower than the 35,600 STB/
acre computed for the Navy portion of the reservoir on page 46.
The decline curve approach was used on an individual well basis
to arrive at an ultimate recovery of 54, 000 STB per well over a period
22-23 years. These computations were based on an average well,




and produced to an economic limit of 2. 8 STB per day. Production of
54, 000 STB per well represents a 15% recovery of initial oil-in-place
for those wells on NPR#3.
The average cost of drilling, completing, and fracturing a well in
two zones is $19,666. Average monthly operating, maintenance, and
overhead cost per well is $230, Based on these figures and a net income
per barrel of $2.70, the "present worth" of a well's production at the
time it is placed on production is $50,964.
Conclusions
The Shannon reservoir limits, as established in Plate 1, maybe
proved in error by subsequent drilling programs. Should this occur, it
is believed that sufficient data have been provided to permit accurate re-
estimation of oil-in-place and recoveries under the new boundary con-
ditions. A drilling program designed to establish these limits and to
obtain additional core and fluid data would be of value to the Navy.
In calculating recoverable reserves with the decline curve, the
author was well aware of the dangers inherent in extrapolating two years
of production data into 20 years of reserve estimates. Hence, the reader
is warned that the recoveries found may not be the final answer. Rather,
they are presented as the best that could be done with the information at
hand. They should be used to check against actual production in prepar-
ing more accurate future estimates and will provide a handy foundation
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for this purpose. In all cases, it is believed that sufficient background
data have been provided to accomplish this.
The possible application of the 54, 000 STB per well recovery-
figure to the entire reservoir has been explored. It is believed applicable
to the present 75 well program, on the basis that a number of the wells
used in this study are completely surrounded by other producing wells and
are subject to normal well interference. Expansion of the field to the
planned 75 wells will not materially change the updip drainage situation
for most of these existing wells. Total recovery from the 75 wells is then
estimated as 75 x 54, 000 or 4, 050, 000 STB.
Whether this same figure could be applied to the total Navy acreage
is doubtful. The present wells are probably gaining some advantage from
gravity drainage, and the gravity mechanism grows increasingly important
each day as the oil loses its gas. Extensive drilling updip on a 10 acre
spacing would certainly reduce production downdip. If we were to apply
the average recovery figure to the total NPR#3 acreage and assume a 10
3270 3 r rps
acre spacing, total recovery would be — ; — x 54,000 STB/well^ s y 10 acres/well
which would equal 17.7 million barrels. In view of the above considera-
tions, however, the author would consider some smaller percentage of
recovery more appropriate. The 8% figure used by local core laboratories
for flat reservoirs is believed too low. Hence, we might assume a 12%
recovery figure, midway between the values, as a first approximation.
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This would result in a primary recovery of approximately 14 million
barrels.
If we are to recover less than 15% of initial oil-in-place by primary
means, some thought might then be given to possible secondary recovery.
Such a venture would require a great deal of study because of the exten-
sive fissuring of the Shannon on the east limb, the numerous permeability
streaks in the sand, and the presence of hydratable clays. The study is
beyond the scope of this thesis, and is simply reported as a matter of
extreme importance if secondary recovery is ever contemplated.
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No Data No Data

TABLE 3 - Continued
65
Altitude Altitude Altitude Net Pay Net Pay
of well Top of Bottom of Upper Lower
Mouth Shannon Shannon Bench Bench
Well No. (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (Ft)
403-28 5060 4790 4680 No Data No Data
404-28 5080 4890 4760
405-28 5049 4774 4664
101-29 5003 4883 4778
103-29 4988 4838 4698
104-29 4982 4812 4682
105-29 4985 4830 4685
106-29 4980 4840 4690
107-29 4974 4894 4744
108-29 4969 4879 4794
109-29 4965 4870 4715
110-29 4967 4852 4717
111-29 5025 4840 4705
201-29 5012 4912 4777
203-29 5020 4915 4840
204-29 5016 4855 4766
401-29 5036 4816 4721
402-29 5032 4797 4687
101-33 5154 4669 4554
102-33 5149 4849 4759
103-33 5132 4897 4842
104-33 5119 4909 4779
201-33 5150 4800 4675
401-33 5145 4730 4625
402-33 5162 4692 4562
403-33 5139 4694 4594
404-33 5160 4730 4615
201-34 5106 4601 4546
202-34 5093 4604 4528
203-34 5088 4613 4508
204-34 5093 4668 4578
615-34 5036 4439 4329 11
715-34 5063 4369 4254 20 22
725-34 5067 4411 4301 18 22

TABLE 3 - Continued
66
Altitude Altitude Altitude Net Pay Net Pay-
of well Top of Bottom of Upper Lower
Mouth Shannon Shannon Bench Bench
Well No. (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (Ft)
735-34 5040 4456 4344 20 22
745-34 5044 4496 4396 10
755-34 5083 4459 4359 12
765-34 5087 4513 4419 20 8
835-34 5090 4432 4322 18 20
845-34 5083 4454 4345 21 20
875-34 5097 4481 4385 22 9
145-35 5104 4402 4286 24 26
155-35 5069 4381 4267 18 22
165-35 5091 4351 4263 18 10
265-35 5096 4285 4181 20 14
275-35 5101 4347 4249 20 9
285-35 5103 4447 4418 16 6
475-35 5123 4243 4213 19 3






















TABLE 3 - Continued
Altitude Altitude Altitude Net Pay Net Pay
of well Top of Bottom of Upper Lower
Mouth Shannon Shannon Bench Bench
Well No. (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (Ft)

















































































































































































TABLE 3 - Continued
69
Altitude Altitude Altitude Net Pay Net Pay
of well Top of Bottom of Upper Lower
Mouth Shannon Shannon Bench Bench
Well No. (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (Ft)
203-3 5197 4787 4687 No Data No Data
204-3 5170 4765 4655
301-3 5180 4884 4774
302-3 5199 4882 4789
101-10 5217 4917 4807
102-10 5218 4908 4808
201-10 5238 4833 4688
401-10 5192 4897 4802
201-11 5177 4767 4667
301-11 5165 4735 4625
31S-11 5157 4600 4517 18 6
42S-11 5172 4508 4414 20 10
51S-11 5176 4401 4306 11 10
53S-11 5192 4466 4374 18 8
54S-11 5198 4473 4379 12 12
55S-11 5201 4456 4367 11 10
57S-11 5213 4443 4353 10 10
65S-11 5227 4358 4266 12 12
66S-11 5238 4355 4263 10 12
75S-11 5252 4253 4155 10 16
77S-11 5258 4244 4146 9 19
86S-11 5295 4130 4031 19 18
88S-11 5289 4130 4035 10 15














TABLE 3 - Continued
70
Altitude Altitude Altitude Net Pay Net Pay
of well Top of Bottom of Upper Lower
Mouth Shannon Shannon Bench Bench
(Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (Ft) (Ft)







71S-14 5259 4249 4152 10 18
301-14 5239 4609 4504 No Data No Data
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HYPERBOLIC DECLINE CALCULATIONS FOR AVERAGE WELL BY THE
LOSS -RATIO METHOD
Awerage Loss in Loss Ratio
Monthly- Prod. Rate on Monthly
Prod. Rate
(Bbls/ month)




5 957 - 668 - 4. 3
8 723 - 234 - 9.3
11 600 - 123 - 14.6
14 522 - 78 - 20.
17 462 - 60 - 23. 1
20 419 - 43 - 29.2
23 386 - 33 - 35. 1
Average b = - 1. 7 1 . Extrapolation uses this average.
26 360 - 26 - 40. 23
29 338 - 22 - 45.36
32 319 - 19 - 50.49
35 303 - 16 - 55.62
38 289 - 14 - 60.75
41 276 - 13 - 65. 88
44 265 - 11 - 71. 01
47 255 - 10 - 76. 14
50 246 - 9 - 81. 27
53 238 - 8 - 86.40
56 230 - 8 - 91. 53
59 223 - 7 - 96.66
62 217 - 6 - 101. 79
65 211 - 6 - 106.92
68 206 - 5 - 112.05
71
.
201 - 5 - 117. 18
74 196 - 5 - 122. 31
77 192 - 4 - 127.44
80 188 - 4 - 132.67
83 184 - 4 - 137. 70


































TABLE 6 - Continued
81
Average Loss in Loss Ratio First Der.








b - ^P )
3
89 176 4 - 147.96 - 1.71
92 172 - 4 - 153.09 - 1. 71
95 169 - 3 - 158.22 - 1.71
98 166 - 3 - 163.35 - 1. 71
101 163 - 3 - 168.98 - 1. 71
104 160 - 3 - 173.61 - 1.71
107 157 - 3 - 178.74 - 1.71
110 154 - 3 - 183. 87 - 1.71
113 152 - 2 - 189. 00 - 1.71
116 150 - 2 - 194. 13 - 1.71
119 148 - 2 - 199.26 - 1.71
122 146 - 2 - 204.39 - 1. 71
125 144 - 2 - 209. 52 - 1.71
128 142 - 2 - 214.65 - 1.71
131 140 - 2 - 219.78 - 1.71
134 138 - 2 - 224. 91 - 1. 71
137 136 - 2 - 230.04 - 1.71
140 134 - 2 - 235. 17 - 1.71
143 132 - 2 - 240. 30 - 1.71
146 130 - 2 - 245.43 - 1. 71
149 129 - - 250. 56 - 1. 71
152 128 - - 255.69 - 1.71
155 127 - - 260. 82 - 1.71
158 126 - - 265. 95 - 1.71
161 125 - - 271.08 - 1.71
164 124 - - 276.21 - 1.71
167 123 - - 281. 34 - 1.71
170 122 - - 286.47 - 1. 71
173 121 - - 291.60 - 1. 71
176 120 - - 296.73 - 1.71
179 119 - - 301. 86 - 1. 71

TABLE 6 - Continued
82
Average Loss in Loss Ratio Firs t Der.




3 mo. interval (3P)
Basis .-sr=v(4P) b =
a (£P)
3~"
182 118 - 307.09 1.71
185 117 - - 312. 22 - 1. 71
188 116 - - 317. 35 - 1.71
191 115 - - 322.48 - 1. 71
194 114 - - 327.61 - 1.71
197 113 - - 332.74 - 1.71
200 112 - '. - 337. 87 - 1.71
203 111 - - 343.00 - 1.71
206 110 '. - 348. 13 - 1. 71
209 109 - - 353.26 - 1. 71
212 108 - - 358.39 - 1. 71
215 107 - - 363. 52 - 1.71
218 106 - - 368.65 - 1.71
221 105 - - 373.78 - 1.71
224 104 - - 378. 91 - 1.71
227 103 - - 384.04 - 1.71
230 102 - - 389. 17 - 1.71
233 101 - - 394.30 - 1.71
236 100 - - 399.43 - 1.71
239 99 - - 404. 56 - 1.71
242 98 - - 409.69 - 1.71
245 97 - - 414. 82 - 1.71
248 96 - ] - 419.95 - 1.71
251 95 - - 425.08 - 1.71
254 94 ] - 430. 21 - 1.71
257 93. 5 - . 5 - 435.34 - 1.71
260 93 - . 5 - 440.47 - 1. 71
263 92.5 - . 5 - 445.60 - 1.71
266 92 - . 5 - 450. 73 - 1.71
269 91.5 - . 5 - 455. 86 - 1.71
272 91 - . 5 - 460.99 - 1.71

83
TABLE 6 - Continued
Average Lciss in Loss Ratio First Der.










275 90. 5 . 5 - 466. 12 - 1. 71
278 90 - . 5 - 471.26 - 1.71
281 89.5 - . 5 - 476. 38 - 1.71
284 89 - . 5 - 481.51 - 1.71
287 88. 5 - . 5 - 486.64 - 1. 71
290 88 - . 5 - 491.77 - 1. 71
293 87.5 - . 5 - 496.90 - 1.71
296 87 - . 5 - 502. 03 - 1. 71
399 86. 5 - . 5 - 507. 16 - 1.71
302 86 - . 5 - 512. 29 - 1.71
305 85. 5 - . 5 - 517.42 - 1. 71
309 85 - . 5 - 522. 55 - 1.71
19440. 5 x 3 = 58, 322 bbls
Time producing on decline to economic limit of 2. 8 STB/day or 85 STB/mo.
is 309 months, or 25.7 years.
N (Cum. production on decline to economic limit) = 58, 322 bbls
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